**Whom did you contact?**

- **Juvenile (or family in crisis)**
  - EPC?
    - Yes: CenterPointe (juvenile crisis stabilization): 402-441-4369
      - POSSIBLE PLACEMENT: CAPS (Bryan West)
    - No: FIF Referral (for families in crisis): LPD-FIF@FAMILIESINSPIRINGFAMILIES.ORG
      - POSSIBLE PLACEMENT: Cedars Youth Services
  - POSSIBLE RESOURCES: Operation Tipping Point (gang referrals): LPD3485@LINCOLN.NE.GOV

- **Adult**
  - EPC?
    - Yes: Single Point of Entry (402-441-4949)
      - POSSIBLE PLACEMENT: Crisis Center
    - No: MHA Referral: (LPD@MHA-NE.ORG)
      - AND/OR: Keya House (402-261-5959)
      - AND/OR: CenterPointe (402-441-4369)